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How many?
Aboriginal prisoners ...
Differences beyond language
Making the Connection
Personal device
Courses and programs

• English for Academic Purposes (maybe)
• Tertiary Preparation Program
• Indigenous Higher Education Pathways Program
• Diplomas
• Other short courses (Open University, UK)
All photos from Flickr ...

- Wired by Strakt7
- Private Sprinkles strongly felt that it had all been too easy by David Blackwell
- Four by Chris Bevan
- Prisoners Cell. Alcatatraz by Daniel ..........
- Aboriginal Puzzle by Michael Coghlan
- State Sanctioned Abuse by Hani Amir
- not the weakest link by John
- Handy Man by Ryan Hyde
- Netbook Sony VAIO by Antonio Tajuelo
- Community ..... by Kamaljith K V
- smile by klara.kristina
- Thank You by Nate Grigg
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